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In this Diablo 3 Wizard Guide, magical mayhem enthusiasts will discover the elemental history of
Wizards, get an idea of their play style, skills, and leveling experience. Once again Blizzard has
taken the caster to a whole new level of gaming expression.

Diablo 3 Wizard History

There's a rather unexpected twist involved in this class. Along with conjuring and utilizing ice, fire,
and arcane mastery, the Diablo 3 Wizard skills can manipulate time itself. Legends describe them
as free-spirited and unattached rejects of the magic-wielding world. While typical sorcerers adhere
to certain rules regarding self-control and ethics, wizards prefer to walk the path of boundless
absorption in their own indomitable powers.

Wizard Play Style

Their animations are impressive, their damage is imposing, and their rebellious spirit magnifies
everything they do. While they're at their best when at a distance, once reached, Wizards unleash
and channel destruction and desolation with abandon. Beneath their ornate robes and deceptively
light armor lies the potential to, when the situation demands, enshroud themselves in protective
spells, teleport to safety, or even slow the progression of events and time to escape inbound
damage.

In the beginning fledgling Wizards are forced to rely on a limited amount of options, for example
their signature ability: Magic Missile. However, within no time a Wizards prowess increases and
their ability to navigate through larger crowds of enemies becomes a ruinous delight. Soon they can
knock back their foes with Wave of Force, damaging and slowing them simultaneously, or
temporarily freeze them in place with Frost Nova. Because of various attacking skills, Diablo 3
Wizard become one of the best Dps class in Diablo 3. The wizard is able to eliminate group of
enemies within a second from his element power. It is said that the wizard is better at slaying hordes
of enemies than any other Diablo 3 classes.

Diablo 3 Wizard skills

After the first leg of the journey has been conquered and level 10 reached, the next stage brings the
player deeper into the mind frame of the Wizard. At level 13 Electrocute, another signature move
that shoots bolts of chaotic lightning which can chain to multiple targets, becomes the predominant
tool to quicker leveling. This is especially true when itâ€™s combined and accentuated by choosing the
proper skill rune Forked Lightening. This causes critical hits to spread electric doom to five other
targets, meaning that up to 15 enemies can get blasted at once!

As the player learns, adapts, and forges with the class and higher levels are reached, enemies
become more challenging to defeat. Unlike brute force classes, Wizards demand a certain finesse
and dexterity that allows them to act and react on their toes. Two of the impressive abilities in the 21-
30 range are Meteor, which is essentially a giant flaming boulder of death that demolishes enemies,
and Glass Cannon which increases damage output by a whopping 20%!

Ideally, this Diablo 3 Wizard Guide has made it apparent what a wise choice the wizard can be,
enjoy!
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